
Simple CSSSimple CSS

Controlling Styles on Your SiteControlling Styles on Your Site
EasilyEasily



What is CSS?What is CSS?

►►CSS is a way you can control how your site looks using a CSS is a way you can control how your site looks using a 
simple code rather than having to adjust each object on simple code rather than having to adjust each object on 
the page.the page.
 FontFont
 ColorsColors
 LinksLinks
 Image formatImage format
 Etc.Etc.



Why Use CSS?Why Use CSS?

►► It allows you to set up how some parts of your site will It allows you to set up how some parts of your site will 
look and you will never have to change them again.look and you will never have to change them again.

►► It also lets you set the style of the site in one place rather It also lets you set the style of the site in one place rather 
than on every page.than on every page.

►► It uses less code in your files meaning the pages load It uses less code in your files meaning the pages load 
faster.faster.



Challenges of CSSChallenges of CSS

►►This isnThis isn’’t for the faint of heart.t for the faint of heart.
 Not for everyoneNot for everyone

►►There is a learning curve.There is a learning curve.
 It looks harder than it actually is.It looks harder than it actually is.

►►There are many, many different things you can change.There are many, many different things you can change.
 This panel wants to focus on very basic, easy changes.This panel wants to focus on very basic, easy changes.



External StylesheetExternal Stylesheet

►►We are going to save the style in an external sheet which We are going to save the style in an external sheet which 
will be referenced by the page.will be referenced by the page.
 This reduces the amount of code on the page and makes it easier This reduces the amount of code on the page and makes it easier 

for you to add CSS to each page.for you to add CSS to each page.

►►Create a file called Create a file called styles.cssstyles.css and save it in the same folder and save it in the same folder 
as your home page.as your home page.

►►On your main page, put the following line of code inside On your main page, put the following line of code inside 
the head tag.the head tag.
 <link <link relrel="stylesheet" type="text/css" ="stylesheet" type="text/css" hrefhref==““styles.cssstyles.css">">

►► If you have subfolders, you will need to use the following If you have subfolders, you will need to use the following 
on those pageson those pages……
 <link <link relrel="stylesheet" type="text/css" ="stylesheet" type="text/css" hrefhref==““../../styles.cssstyles.css">">



Format of Format of Styles.cssStyles.css

►►The following code needs to be at the top of The following code needs to be at the top of styles.cssstyles.css::
 @@charsetcharset "utf"utf--8";8";

►►We are only going to focus on body, html, p, h1, hr and We are only going to focus on body, html, p, h1, hr and 
imgimg, but you can do much more., but you can do much more.



Site FontSite Font

►►This is how you change the font for the whole site.This is how you change the font for the whole site.
 Please note that if you have code around your font in your html,Please note that if you have code around your font in your html, it it 

may take precedence over this style.may take precedence over this style.
 html, body { fonthtml, body { font--family: Arial, sansfamily: Arial, sans--serif; fontserif; font--size: 12px; color: size: 12px; color: 

#000000; }#000000; }

►►This changes the font, size and color.This changes the font, size and color.



Paragraph (p)Paragraph (p)

►► You may want your content to look different from the font You may want your content to look different from the font 
on the rest of the site.on the rest of the site.
 p { fontp { font--family: Arial, sansfamily: Arial, sans--serif; fontserif; font--size: 12px; color: #size: 12px; color: #bbbbbbbbbbbb; }; }

►►This changes the font, size and color.This changes the font, size and color.
 The only change from the previous page is the color.The only change from the previous page is the color.
 Get used to setting up the font twice in case you decide to chanGet used to setting up the font twice in case you decide to change ge 

the font site wide, but want to keep the font the same in the font site wide, but want to keep the font the same in 
paragraphs.paragraphs.



Headers (h1)Headers (h1)

►► People frequently want the h1 tags to look different from People frequently want the h1 tags to look different from 
the content.the content.
 h1 { fonth1 { font--family: Times New Roman, serif; fontfamily: Times New Roman, serif; font--size: 18px; color: size: 18px; color: 

#000000; font#000000; font--weight: bold; }weight: bold; }

►►This will make the font Times New Roman and also change This will make the font Times New Roman and also change 
the color and bold the font.the color and bold the font.



Separator Lines (hr)Separator Lines (hr)

►► You can also control separator lines.You can also control separator lines.
 hr { backgroundhr { background--color: #color: #eeeeeeeeeeee; height: 3px; }; height: 3px; }

►►This changes the color of the lines and also thickness.This changes the color of the lines and also thickness.



ImagesImages

►► You can tell images to be a specific size, have borders, You can tell images to be a specific size, have borders, 
have spacing, etc.have spacing, etc.
 imgimg { border: 1px solid #ff4455; margin: 20px; width: 150px; { border: 1px solid #ff4455; margin: 20px; width: 150px; 

float: right; }float: right; }

►►This will put a red border around the image.This will put a red border around the image.
►►This will put a margin of 20px around the border.This will put a margin of 20px around the border.
►►This will resize the height proportionally.This will resize the height proportionally.

 This will also ignore the width set in the code.This will also ignore the width set in the code.

►►This will put the image to the right of the content and This will put the image to the right of the content and 
allow the text to flow around it.allow the text to flow around it.





The CodeThe Code



In ConclusionIn Conclusion

►►The possibilities are endless.The possibilities are endless.
►► It may take you time to set it up on your existing site, but It may take you time to set it up on your existing site, but 

in the future, you will only have to change the style in one in the future, you will only have to change the style in one 
place and it will take effect immediately.place and it will take effect immediately.

►► You can also add css to the page rather than an external You can also add css to the page rather than an external 
stylesheet, but this will not allow you to change the entire stylesheet, but this will not allow you to change the entire 
site in one place.site in one place.

►►There are much more complex styles you can make if you There are much more complex styles you can make if you 
want to learn more.want to learn more.
 You can search online for css help.You can search online for css help.
 http://www.w3.org/Style/Examples/011/firstcsshttp://www.w3.org/Style/Examples/011/firstcss


